Nuclear weapons?

Exclusion of the South

Military Expenditure

Deprivation of UN and International Law

Why should other states hold on UN?

Permanent Global Threat?

More States want to have some?

Gap Rich - Poor as a follow

New Arms Race

Ballistic Defence in the Defense - East of Europe: more military expenditure in Russia

Threats for Women's Lifes:
- domestic violence
- trafficking in women around military bases
- decreasing budgets for families, women, education, food

New NATO - itself a danger for the World????????

More Fundamentalism?

Exclusion of the South

Alliance of excluded?

Migration a follow of Exclusion politics?

Pirates follow of exclusion and exploitation of seas

Out of Area/New Threats

Mass destruction weapons as answer to NATO's Armament

Terrorisme: military answers???

Whom belongs the resources, the Energy?

Wars

Destruction
Death
Violence
Traumata
of Body and Soul
Devastation
of environment....